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MXO™ combines unprecedented comfort in its
category with a contemporary aesthetic and
sustainable design.

MXO™ chair offers a memory and position gas
lift feature which always returns the chair to a 
uniform height and position.

MXO™ was designed for meeting rooms, break out 
rooms and conference room seating applications.

INTELLIGENT DESIGN



RESPONSIVE
ELASTIC MESH
Translucent ABLEX™ patterned 
weave mesh back provides
generous lumbar and thoracic 
support while allowing dynamic 

through this breathable mesh for 
added comfort in any environment.

FIXED ARMS
Comfortable nylon arms. 
Dimensional height of arms designed 

height conference and meeting
room tables.

WATERFALL SEAT 
DESIGN
Contoured seat foam
incorporates a waterfall design
that gently slopes away from the
thights, promoting good posture
while reducing sitting fatigue.

EXTREME COMFORT
Seat consists of a thin ultra-comfortable
ENERSORB™ foam that allows for
greater blood circulation reducing
seating pressure points which provides
the guest with extreme comfort.

MEMORY HEIGHT & POSITION GAS LIFT
Memory height and position gas
lift which always returns the chair
to a uniform height and position.

BASE
5 prong heavy duty nylon base.
2” mag wheel carpet casters.

+ Optional Polished 
    Aluminum Base 
    Available    
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.: MXO [ 5900 SERIES ]

.: INTELLIGENT DESIGN
   The MXO™ meeting/conference chair was consciously designed with just one
   innovative height adjustment to provide a simple and clean meeting room 
   aesthetic. The innovative memory height and position feature allows for 
   a uniform look in the conference room.
       
   Say goodbye to messy, unorganized meeting rooms, say hello to MXO™ 
   and clean distinguished conference rooms.     
   
  “Harmonic balance between good design, ergonomic performance and ultimate 
     sitting comfort has always been my goal.”
                                          
                                                                                   W.R. Breen Nightingale Designer   
        
.: OPTIONS 

Polished Aluminum Base
2” Soft Tile Casters
Larger Wheel Carpet Casters
Silver Mesh Back

[ MXO 5900 ]

[ MXO 5907 ]

[ MXO 5900-CH ]

.: DIMENSIONS
MODEL:             5900 5907      

OVERALL:
width             25”  25”       
depth             24”  24”      
height             35½”-38½” 35½”-38½”      

SEAT HEIGHT:          17”-20” 17”-20”  

SEAT WIDTH:           19”  19”      

SEAT DEPTH:           18½” 18½”      

BACK WIDTH:          19”  19”  

BACK HEIGHT:         18”  18”      

WEIGHT (lbs):           35  30      

VOLUME (cu ft):        14  14      


